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WM8650 : Windows Unified Manager ( Universal Uberoid ) V13- ( 4G KINÂ . Show HN: I started this week - build more than one place at once - jeffmiller
====== jeffmiller Just spent the past weekend building this web application for people who want to build more than one place at once. I know a lot of
people are probably scratching their head wondering what this is for and if they should be getting excited about it. I am excited to share this with the
world. ~~~ volandovengo I absolutely love this idea. I've been on several occasions where I would love to build a SaaS, a blog, and a Medium channel
all on the same day. The "many places, one place" is something I have been longing for. Most people have one core place they produce content at. I've

looked into Google+, Medium, and my own web domain as a good ways to integrate a bunch of stuff. This is exactly what I've been waiting for. The
home screen in the app is cool and the simple user interface helps a lot. I would love to try this out. I'd appreciate when you release it, I can provide
you feedback on how to make it even better. ------ nols I think there's some equity in a name like this. [ Just kidding, though. I like it. ~~~ jeffmiller

Thanks for the feedback. I'm new to this platform, and I know my app needs to do more before it can compete with this platform. But I will be
monitoring them closely. ------ jakebarthwaite That's a great idea. I'm a bit confused on how make money with me works. I assume it's letting you know
how much you can monetize your content through AdSense. But what if the monetize is linked to something I write? Am I going to get credit for that?
------ jdread Great idea. When will the Android app be available? ------ stusmall It needs more things to do. Comparison of dosimetric parameters in the

treatment of breast cancer c6a93da74d
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